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Counterpoint

Sam Benedict couldn't believe that he held
in his hand a letter just received from Alex Clement,
who had hired him after Vietnam until two years ago,
as pilot for the company plane of Allied Drug and
Chemical, of which Clement was then merely Executive
VP. Crash-landing on a mountain meadow in Mexico,
he had regained consciousness to observe Clement and
his wife Cynthia in earnest conversation over the
prostrate figure of the company president, Geoffrey
Nicholas. He had risen then, rushed over to confjrm
his suspicions: they were doing nothing about the
bleeding man, nothing!
That Cynthia Clement had since died, made
Sam the only one who knew the truth, besides Cl ement
himself, of course, now President of the firm in a
swift ascension that no one seemed to question. Even
had they known the truth, the Allied 900 employees
might have be en willing to ignore it, what with the
expansion to nine headquarter floors in a Manhattan
skyscraper and a hundred acres more on Long Island
for the company plant . Nicholas could be - and
was - easily forgotten and the Mexican authorities
went along, passing it all off as an accident.
Which, of course, in all but one respect, it was. No
one ever heard the ghost of Geoffrey Nicholas in
those august Allied corridors ••• or if Alex did, and
he probably did, being a decent fellow by most
standards, he was no longer afraid of ito Look at
the letter: "Sam, I know these Mexican years for
you have been rugged for you •• some day come back to
good old U.S. and see me. Sorry about your mothero
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My deepest sympathles."
The son-of-a-bitch! Hadn't he harassed
his mother , snooping around his Westport home, prying into his medical records, asking questions of
everyone, until she went to an earlier death than
even her cancer would have brought her?
He thought of her ashes on the water a
few days ago, where he had scattered them, the last
touch of Miranda Benedict on the universe of beauty •••
Miranda Benedict, painter, poet, 'who 'd taken her life
and at the end written words he would always knowc
He drew the paper from his pocket: "Believe in me
Sam , believe in what I do to leave this terrihle
life. Cancer is helo I'll not live with hell .•.
nor 'with the hell men make here, too. Believe in
what we were through your boyhood, what you have
inside you to make your own world. Nobody knows
about me but you and the doctor and nurses. I want
to go quietly. In despair. In anger. In gratitude. Without sadness , Sam ••• goodbye •••• 1VIiranda."
And Clement knew, of course, that the
whole thing had been f orgotten, aided by his talent
for se lf-forgiveness: The plane that day low over
the avalanche area, where a school house in a village had obviously smothered out many lives. Cynthi a
had shouted to her husband to make him turn the
plane back, as they had to make time to Mexico City.
Clement had struggled with him ov er the controls
until, losing altitude, he'd been forced down.
And now, at last, Alex trying to find redempt ion! What'll I say to him? What I said that
day and get just another denial? "You're letting
him die •••• deliberately!"
had cried.

"But it ' s your fault we crashed!" Cynthia

"Rip my shirt off!" he'd shouted. And
they had torn at it, as he held his hand over the
waning fountain of life at Nicholas's neck, he'd
tried to bandage what was too late to bandage.
And since then Alex could fling his own
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Vietnam rescue at him •• "You allowed that other man
to die. oWe found that out •• when the 'copter picked
you up." Alex would teist it that way, of course.
"You were afraid, Sam, afraid ••• so you killed him.
He bled to death as you ran!"
"But the chopper was under fire and there
was no choice!" Sam would tell him.
It wouldn't wash with Alexo He did not
know about the common guilt of war. "Well, okay,
okay, Clement. : Weare both murderers!"
Sam went for a walk along the beach. A
group of boys down by the War Memorial were ducking
in and out under a cannon, firi,ng thumb pistols at
each other and dying furiously in the soft sand. A
lone fisherman on the breakwater landed a small fish
which a boy came along to remove from the hook, then
whacked i .t into submission for the sack. Sam turned
back. A hotrod cracked out reports of its power,
its bad-temper.ed exhau.st spitting defiant blue .smoke
upon those left behind to admire
Its obscene high
rear flashed its contempt as startled seagulls on
the wall flurried out to sea. He went back to the
house, pulling with him the golden retriever the
buyer of the house had given him.
0

He sat on the porch for a while, smoking
his pipe and trying to remember things about his
mother: fishing with her, golf, walks, long rowboat
rides among the yachts o~ the Sound. After a while
he got up, finished packing the car and put the dog
in, then drove off for Manhattan. Would he see
Clement? Need redemption? I've found mine, turning
all my .fears :into assertions of a continued belief .
in life, Alex, in people, Alex. Could I Ba~ that?
Too smug. Found me a lovely wife and we've rebuilt
the school with the villagers. And that slide, Alex •••
know what caused that? An American, blasting for God
knows what •• gold, perhaps, silver •• and I hear your
company has bought into it •• great the way things tie
together, isn't it?"
Too smug.

Hell, he'd just drop in and say

hullo.
The garage where he parked wouldn't let him
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leave the dog ••• "No mutts .' in here since last time I
got bitten."
"Retrievers are gentle ••• Benny! Lick the
man's hand."
Benny •••• he·d given him that name as a
contraction of his own, to make their relationship
more binding ••• put up his forepaws on the garage
man's shoulders. The man struck the startled dog
down.
That was the end of that effort. Now
they were struggling at the elevator in the skyscraper housing Clement's empire. Benny balked with
st iffened forelegs and high rump, but he caught him
by the neck and dragged him in like a sack of leaking sand. Sam closed his eyes to shut out the scene
as others in the car stared and giggled .
He went through two huge oak doors flanked
by windows bearing large gilt letters of the company's name, and' a receptionist gasped at him.
"You'll have to do something about that dog." Sam
gave his name and asked to see Alex Clement. The
girl picked up the telephone. Bell. hadn't thought
of the effect this would create when the caller
dialed, especially with her peakthrough sweater. He
grinned and she glared at him. "The dog ••• " she
s aid, pointing, as Benny put his fore paws up on her
desk and licked out in her direction. Benny must
have been reading his mind. This dog was definitely
an asset. He heard the girl saying above the laughter of others waiting: "This is a drug firm, lVIr.
Benedict ••• dogs are not allowed." Sam grinned . "I
know . I explained that to Benny but he doesn't want
to understand everything he hears. Good maxim for a
dog, I think." The girl gasped. "Besides, we're
travelling and the garage man wouldn't let me leave
him ." Benny swished magazines open behind him as
his tail swept a coffee table. "lVIr. Clement's in
a Board meeting," the girl was saying. "Well," Sam
s aid, "1'11 just leave him a note." .And he put the
s tring to Benny under one foot as the dog flopped
down and began to chew a lamp cord. The door behind
t he receptionist opened as Sam drew out a pencil to
write his note. A brisk, middleaged woman was advancing toward him and she had just begun to say that lVIr.
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Clement could not see him today when. B.e nny broke
loose and headed f or the door ·through which the
woman had just come. He saw clerks begin to run in
both directionsin. the corridor there and ran after
the dog, the middleaged woman screaming behind him.
The commotion in the corr idor opened many doors and
heads popped out. One of thes'e , Sam, saw at once,
was Clement's, his mouth exploding wordlessly as
Benny slithered past him into the Board room and began at once sniffing crotches among the outraged
rising Board members.
"I'm sorry ••• my dog," Sam began, and saw
Benny under the table now, front legs stiff, rump
up, prancing backwards with yelps as hands went
after him. Clement grabbed Sam's arm.
"This lS an outrage Sam ••• what're you trying to pull?"
"I was just leaving for Mexico. .the garage . •
He stopped, shook his head. "I got your letter.
Thanks. I wanted to tell you I don't want the job."
0

"Good ••• that's very good indeed.
your dog and get ••• "

Now ge t

An old man behind Alex Clement pulled him
aside . "What's this all about, anyway, Alex?" Sam
remembered him as the old treasurer. "Are you drunk
or something, Benedict?"
Sam looked around at them all and, felt
suddenly its wild, absurd, even dangerous turn. He
bent down and picked up the string just then passing
over his foot in one of Benny's circuits of the . room.
He straightened up, to look squarely into Alexvs
frozen face.
"You know how sober I am, don't you, Alex?"
"Huh? "
"Tell them what it's all about, Alex. And
if they ask you what I'm doing here, tell them .••• "
it suddenly snapped to his tongue, and he looke d
around, feeling it might be slipping away, but he
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wanted to ride with it a minute longer. Here at
laGt waS the discovered instrument, drawn from all
the nightmare years like a shining sword. "~ell
them the truth, Alex, and then the truth .•• w~ll make
you free! Okay?" And towering above Alex as he
pulled himself upright, Sam patted him on the ~ea~
in a way which seemed suddenly at once a benedlctlon
and a forgiveness, and turned and walked out, Benny
taut on the string ahead clearing the crowds in the
corridor as they shrank back. He reached the reception room, went through the big doors to the
elevator and pushed the button.
While he waited he filled his pipe and saw
through the windows Alex, followed to the reception
room by many of his subjects, all gesti culating at
once as Alex, hands raised, seemed to be quieting
their fears. Alex Clement was probably fitting this
episode into that shimmering constellation of explanat ions that would multiply for the rest of his miserab l e life.
The elevator arrived and Sam got on and
turned around , pulling Benny in with him. He caught
sight of Alex just before the elevator left, at his
great doors, held back widely by both hands, abandoned now by the others, staring out at him with dead
eyes.
Garven Dalglish

2

Some Universals of General Education

The s~ory is tO~d of a paleographer who
s:pent ye':l-rs trYlTlg to dec~pher an ancient inscriptlon~
F~nally, when the meaning fell into place,
he.d~scovered.that he had uncovered the work of a
crlt~c lamenf~ng ~he chaotic state of education in
the ~chools .
Th~s may have been the beginning of a
fashlon that has continued to this very day .
Probably the most notable recent example
.
of thlS type of criticism is the work of Alvin
T?ffle:, in his 1970 best-seller with the intrigulng tltle, Future Shock. 2
After devoting nearly
four hundred pages to the technological revolution
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he sees rapidly emerging, Toffler begins to prescribe what he calls strategies for survival. Of
the four strategies he presents, to one he ~ssigns
the title, t!Education in the Future Tense. II)
Unfortunately, Toffler spends more time
condemning what he alleges to be current practice
than he does in explaining the strategy . This provocative writer deals in no half measures. He
opens his argument with ,an all-out generalization:
"What passes for education today, even in our 'b est V
schools and colle ges , is a hopeless anachronism.
Parents look to education to fit their cl'1ildren for
life in the future. Teachers warn that lack of an
education will cripple a child's chances in the
world of tomorrow. Government ministries, churches,
the mass media--all exhort young people to stay in
school, insisting that now, as never before, one's
future i~ almost wholly dependent upon education •••••
Yet for all this rhetoric about the future, our
schools face backwards toward a dying s ystem rather
than a forward to the emerging new society." 4 Toffler provides n ot the slightest notion of the evidence on which he bases this conslusion.
In prescribing for education in the future
tense, his epistemological grounds are equally vague.
The here-and- now environment, he writes, will soon
vanish ; the learner therefore must learn to anticipate the dircctions and rate of l:hange. He must
learn to make long-range assumptions about the
future; so must his teachers. j
"We must," he Gays, "create a 'C ouncil of
the Future' in every school and community." And he
~dds:
"Since no group holds a monopoly of insight
lnto tomorrow, these Councils must be democratic.
Specialists are vitally needed in them. But Council s
of the Future will not succeed if they are captured
by professional educators, planners, or any unrepresentative elite . Thus students must be involved
from the very start--and not merely as co-opted
rubber stamps for adult notions. Young people must
help lead, if not, in fact, initiate, these Councils
so that ' assumed futures' can be formulated and debated by those who will presumably invent and inhabit the future.,,6
This is placing great responsibility on the young and inexperienced . It obviously involves forecasting; yet it ignores the most

basic aspect of prediction--relatio~ships. Whether
one is forecasting weather, vogues In dress, stock
market trends, or technological change, he operates
on the basis of relationships. The higher and more
invariant the correlations, the greater the proba bility of successful prediction. Knowledge of relationships, obviously, involves the past. (One
gathers from Toffler's arguments an echoing of the
"chants of relevance" that came from student protesters in the middle and late '600s.)
In Toffler's education in the future tense,
only the three skills he prescribes can be classified as universals: learning to learn, relating
(in the GenGe of making and maintaining human ties),
and choosing. There is no argument about these, but
a re they new? Learning to learn has been an implicit
goal and by-produce of education, past and present.
So has relating in a social sense. Helping students
learn to make intelligent, discriminating choices
has been and is a goal of education, especially in
the humanities and fine arts. But these skills are
far from all of it in the sense of universals.
In writing Future Shock, it's unfortunate
that Toffler failed to take into account General
Education in ~ Free Society,'! the Report of a
t hree year study was completed ~nd T.he Report written
nearly thirty years ago, it's as relevant today as
i t was then.
Recognizing that the averag e student by
examination time, hardly remembers more than seventyfiv e percent of what he was taught and that ' the loss
continues as time passes, the Harvard Report , as the
s tudy is called, argues that education is more than
the mere imparting of knowledge; to the contrary, it
fosters the development of four traits of ' mind: to
think effectively, to communicate thought, to make
relative judgments, to discriminate among values.
The Report contends that these traits are so important that they should operate as overall aim§ , and
t hus determine how education is carried out.
Effective Thinking, according to the Report,
contains three elements. First is logical thinking:
t he capacity to generalize accurately from particular cases and to infer particulars from generaliza-
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tions, to analyze a problem into components and to
recombine them to reach a solution, to discern
patterns and patterning, to distinguish the relevant
from the irrelevant and to arrange relevant factors
according to weight. Second is relational thinking:
Not all phenomena lend themselves to strict logical
analysis; some situations are too complex, too fluid,
or the information too scant. Here relational thinking, which searches for crossbearings between areas,
is necessary. Relational thinking is thinking within
a context. Third is imaginative thinking: It's the
thinking of the poet, the dramatist, the choreographer
the composer. It is also the thinking of the scientist in arriving at hypotheses.
Communication breaks down into four related skills--speaking and listening, writing and
reading. It is a process involving sender and receiver; to both, clarity of meaning is paramount.
According to I. A. Richards, there are four kinds of
meaning in most communications: sense, feeling,
tone, and intention.9 Sense has to do with the
content of communication--the thing, idea, or relation described or explained, or the effect to be
accomplished. ' Feeling concerns the attitude of the
sender about the content of the communication. Tone
involves the attitude of the sender about the receiver. Intention is the sendervs purpose in the
communication. The sender may be aware or unaware
of the feeling, tone, or intention of his communication.
The making of relevant jUdgments depends
upon one'sroility to bring the whole range of ideas
to bear upon the area of experience. ItVs not a
matter of perceiving additional relationships within ideas, but rather of applying them to actual
facts. ItVs the art of translating theory into
practice.
Discrimination among values has to do with
choice. There are various kinds of values: values
of character--such as courage , fair play, etc. ~ intellectual values--love of truth, respect for lntellectual enterprise, etc.; aesthetic values--good taste
and appreciation of beauty; and.on an~ on. In dea~
ing with value judgments, espe?lal~y.ln the ar~s, l~
is of key importance for the dlscrlmlnator to ldentlfy
and to take into account his own value systems. It
is also important that he di~c:iminat~ b~tween fact
and opinion and not treat oplnlon as If It were fact.
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Viewing the four traits in perspective,
one sees that t .h ey are indeed universals. Should
Toffler's vision of the new society, with its
"future shock" hazard, become a reality, the individual who has learned to think effectively, t-o
communicate thought, to make relevant judgments, and
to discriminate among values, we believe, will have
a much better chance of survival than the one who
has devoted himself to formulating and debating
"assumed futures" in youth led "councils of the
future."
Footnotes
lSpeech by the late James L. Mursell, at the Music
Educators National Conference, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March, 1952.
2

New York, 1970.

3 Ibid • , pp. 398-427.
4Ibid • , pp. 398-99.
5Ibid • , p. 403

6Ibid • , p. 404
7Report of the Harvard Committee, Cambridge, 1945.

8Ibid • , p. 64.
9practical Criticism, New York, 1945, pp. 173-81.
Jack M. Watson

3

Change

Perhaps the scientific, technologic~ industrial epoch, which has engendered universal conformity, is engaged in altering human life style.
If this movement continues to subvert established
ethical standards, and the growing imbalance between science and the humanities, a reversal is predestined.
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The current revolutionary syndrome, apparently in opposition to industrialism, the banal ties
of mass produced artifacts, and resultant s6cial
and political values stemming from economic oppulence, has created a counter culture, reflecting
nonconformity with existing values.
This movement, amateurish in general concept, will probably fail because of unethical behavior, complete disregard of personal appearance,
and assumed lack of respect for integrity and morali ty.
The repetitious demand for change is an
inherent human attribute, exemplified in history by
the climax and inevitable deterioration of all great
civilizations, including Great Britain; which at the
beginning of the twentieth century, was the world's
most powerful nation, economically, militarily and
piitically. The inclusion of India, Australia,
Canada and many smaller areas, economically and
culturally, including the widespread use of the
English language, destined to become used universally; ultimately contributing to peaceful international co-existence.
However, the overemphasis on size, political power and economic affluence, leads to general
deterioration, resulting in the decline of the
British Empire, aided and abetted by the loss of
military, economic, political prestige ,and moral
deterioration following the termination of world
war two.
. The British Empire is not the only casualty of world war one and two ending in 1945. The
writer's generation has been conscious of a gradual
deterioration of the many facets of human existence,
and the growing dissatisfaction with previously established social mores. The all-inclusive news media,
particularly television, have recorded and accented
the denigration of morality, sexual permissiveness,
the .use of drugs, increasing crime, pornography in
many forms, violent disagreement with established
customs, and indifference to normal religious affiliation and spiritual guidance.
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Reflecting on the aftermath of world war
two one cannot fail to be seriously impressed by
t he changes in human existence, and the continuous
de cay oj morality and ethical standards.
There f ore we are compelled to realize,
appra ise and accept the urgency of a reversal; which
is presently creating in our youths, a zestful interest and awakening toward a new form of Christian worship. This movement portrays, nonconformity with
established prescribed ceremonial procedures, adopting important elements of a variety of cults and
creeds, accented by the current life-style of the
new generation.
Undoubtedly, the new Jesus People, the
Pentecostal Cults, the mystical Islamic Sects, etc.
etc ., are expressed in a whirlwind of activities,
accompanied by music of rock and roll quality. The
recent creation, and world-wide production both live
ami on Lelev lslun uf a "Roc.;k" opera entitled "Jesus
Christ Superstar" is symptomatic of the current
revolutionary demand f or religious reformation.
Needless to appraise the musical or theatrical value or cultural acceptance of what is
obviously from many assessments, a degradati on of
spiritual and aesthetic values.
However, to assess the lack of interest
in places of worship, or culturally related activities , one is compelled to consider the historic
cultural and aesthetic status of establ ished religions; which have influenced architecture, sculpting, painting, music, and craftsmanship, that have
contribut ed many treasures of highest quality,
throughout the world.
Returning to the present and changes in
estab lished religious denominations emphasizing renewal , r eform and ecumenical dialogue. In the
heretofore unchangeable Catholic Church, many tradit ions are being altered or reformed. In Judaism, a
new independence of mind and spirit, is challenging
t he traditional.
The following transcript from the Sunday

star and Daily News of Washington, D. C-. - "The
activities of Catholic University and George Washington University have become pivotal centers for
the burgeoning Catholic Pentecostal movement. Because of the many Pentecostal groups meeting here,
they transmit the enthusiasms of the movement nationwide. On the Protestant side of the Neo-Pente costal
or charismatic movement iR also radiating through
the country." Does all the controversy overemphasized by the various news media, herald a genuine
religious revival?
Will the new interest of the young languis h
or endure? What effect will it ultimately have on
traditional religions?
Will we subsequently experience a reaff'irmation of creeds, rituals and spiritual endowments, bequeathed to mankind by Christianity?
History reveals many varieties of change
revolutionary in character, inaugurated by dissident
groups. An historic example of prodigious importanc e
was the reformation initiated by Martin Luther, a
priest, whose criticism of and disagreement with
practices, principles, doctrines, and dogma of Roman
C~tholicism, led inexorably t o the establishment of
Protestantism. Luther's determination, abetted by
his ability as an organizer and profound oratorical
influence, was opposed by many int~llectual theologians, including Erasmus whose philosophical writings
and preachments, including "In Praise of Folly" were
designed to alleviate the friction with mutual conc essi ons satisfactory to the contentious factions.
However, despite all efforts toward a rational conception of the enormous ultimate consequences,
superinduced by political nationalism, the horrendous Thirty Years War 1618 to 1648 between Protestantism and the Holy Roman Empire was inevitable . What
benefit either spiritual or material has humanity
derived from a divided Christianity?
What causes Protestanism to be continuously divided into a multiplicity of distinctive denominations? Why the growing development of Atheism?
Undoubtedly the human being E unable to
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maintain a concerted agreement toward the supernatural, ·
regardless of the many varied efforts throughout the
history -of civilization.
The study of Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, Mohammedanism. Protestantism,
and many variants, reveals the instability and
changeable attributes inherent in the human being.
Perhaps the ultimate acceptance of the
Pentecostal and Jesus People movement initiated by
the new generation , will develop a more rational and
unbiased attitude to ecuminism; despite the remote
possibility of a successful ecumenical movement
embracing all Christian denominations.
Universal agreement on any subject regardof ito potential for human happiness, contentment, and rewarding existence, is nullified by the
inherent selfishness and disaffection of humanity,
disclosed by the many complexities of history.
less

When serious consideration is given to
present conditions, affecting the future of manking,
there is always hope, apparently a pretentious
illusion that could generate creative faith of which
Carl Sandburg wrote "I am credulous about the
destiny of man, and I believe more than I can ever
prove
Of the future of the human race,
and the importance of illusion,
The value of great expectations."
To quote Karl Jasper the German philosopher, "Is all this a spiritual revolution, or is it
an essential external process, arising from technology and its consequences."
Or perhaps the following from Hegel which
is less definitive "The present ever rising out of the past and
vanishing into the future".
The phoenix, fabled to burn itself on a
funeral pyre, and rising from its ashes in the fresh-
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ness of youth - Amen.
Edward J. Schulte

